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The ever-increasing complexity of information and communication
technology (ICT) and security risks presents new challenges for an
organisation’s internal controls function, including Internal Audit (IA).
Recent regulatory developments in
the financial sector such as the CSSF
Circular 20/750 implementing EBA
Guidelines on ICT Security and Risk
Management emphasize the
importance of the internal audit
function to provide independent
assurance on the control
environment effectiveness to the
management body.

In this context, effective information
technology internal auditing requires
thorough planning coupled with
nimble responsiveness to quickly
changing risks. Following a risk-based
approach, an organisation’s IA plays a
critical role in helping review and
provide independent assurance that
ICT and security-related activities are
compliant with organisation’s
policies, procedures, and external
requirements.

Supervisory authorities (in
Luxembourg and Europe) monitor
closely how organisations cover their
ICT risks when defining their

multiannual internal audit plan
using a risk-based approach.
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How Deloitte can help?
With the help of Deloitte’s ICT security
and risk expertise and practiced
methodologies, we support organisations
in building and delivering a strategic
multiannual IT internal audit plan that is
based on a comprehensive risk
assessment.

How does it work?
Deloitte supports organisations’
internal audit functions in developing
a risk model and IT internal audit plan
in alignment with (i) applicable
regulatory requirements, (ii) marketleading best-practices, and (iii)
complexity of organisations’ ICT
operating model.
We have developed a comprehensive
ICT and security risk management
framework that addresses a broad
range of ICT and security risks.
Leveraging this framework and our
expertise in this field, we assist
organisations with the challenge of
defining a customized ICT security
and risk management universe that is
aligned with the organisations own
context; taking into account specific
risks the organisation is exposed to,
the organisations’ size and
environment, regulatory landscape,
existing operational audit plan, etc.

Our approach and methodology
Through analysis of organisations’
environment and the development of
a customized risk model and universe,
Deloitte helps organisations identify the
key risks that IT internal audit should
further understanding and have a role
in mitigating. We propose the following
phased approach for the development
of your organisation’s IT internal audit
plan requirements:
 understand the organisation
environment and its IT activities
 develop the ICT and security risk
universe, and assess and prioritize
its risks
 Define the IT audit plan

We support
organisations
in building and
delivering a
strategic IT internal
audit plan.
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Careful consideration of an
organisations’ specific environment
allows us to develop an actionable
and manageable ICT and security risk
universe, and related IT audit plan.
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